TERMS AND CONDITIONS


If you would like to receive your free family ticket to visit Belfast Zoo, you must respond by email
before Friday 20 July 2018.



When you register for your ticket, you must include your postal address. A ticket and goodie bag
will be sent to you.



You must produce this ticket on arrival at the zoo to avail of this offer. Failure to produce the ticket
will result in normal admission prices being applied.



Your ticket must be used before the expiry date on 31 August 2018.



Your ticket cannot be extended past this date.



Your ticket can only be used once.



Your ticket is strictly non-transferable and non-refundable. It is applicable to the named person
only.



Your ticket only applies to zoo admission for two adults and three children.



Additional participants can attend but normal admission prices will apply.



Your ticket is applicable for normal zoo opening hours only:



Belfast Zoo’s visitor code of behaviour applies at all times and the zoo reserves the right to refuse
admission if necessary.



Children aged 16 and under must be supervised at all times when onsite.



Belfast Zoo reserve the right to refuse the ticket if it is deemed to be tampered with, duplicated,
damaged or is suspected to be fraudulent.



Belfast Zoo reserve the right to amend, waive or add any further terms and conditions necessary for
legal, security or regulatory reasons.



We would like to remind you that any advertised exhibit or attraction, or any of our onsite facilities
may be closed, removed, altered or otherwise unavailable at any time for operational, safety or
animal welfare reasons.



Belfast Zoo reserves the right to alter or cancel any presentation or feeding time without notice, if
required.



In exceptional circumstances, the zoo may be forced to close for operational reasons (e.g. adverse
weather).



Keep up to date with zoo news at www.belfastzoo.co.uk.

www.belfastzoo.co.uk

